
Xenit Azure CloudOps
Safe and controlled operation and support of your  
Azure environment

With Xenit Azure CloudOps, you can enable your team to use of all the 
benefits in Microsoft Azure in a secure and controlled manner. You can 
maximize your Azure platform with a safe, easy and scalable foundation 
while you also get increased control and governance of you IT resources 
and services placed in Azure. 

With Xenit Azure CloudOps, you get a framework based on a standardized 
design that makes it easy for your colleagues to use Azure correctly and to 
be innovative in the platform. 

Xenit Azure CloudOps is based on Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework. 
Cloud Adoption Framework and especially Enterprise Scale Architecture. 
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Price

Monthly cost based on the 

number of tenants and Azure 

regions. 

Why Xenit Azure CloudOps?
1. The service makes it easier for you to cost optimize your Azure environment, gain 
increased control over you costs and stop expensive charges before they happen.  

2. Your IT-department becomes an enabler instead of a blocker. You make the rules 
and guidelines so that everyone in your organization and consume all the functions 
and services in Azure fast, easy and secure. 

3. Make Azure easy! With Xenit Azure Cloudops, you make it easier for everyone in 
your team to use all the services and functions in Azure.

4. It’s been over 2000 changes and updates in Microsoft Azure only during the last 
year. We continuously develop our framework to keep up with the latest technologies 
and best practice. 

5. Your IT-department gains full control of you Azure environment. Together, we put 
up guidance, requirements and rights that applies for the whole organisation. In addi-
tion, the service includes automatic backup and IT protection. 

Solution

Standardized operation of 
av Azure through Xenit’s 
framework in Microsoft Cloud 
Adoption Framework.

Result

Efficient use of Azure that 
makes it easier to access 
Azure’s services and  
functions in a secure manner. 

Increased costs in Azure 
and a lack of control of who’s 
doing what and why. 

Challenge
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